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The Elephant and the Tree 2006
playful charming quirky joyous and heart warming stories about positive and uplifting values love happiness freedom pleasure
being yourself and revelling in the wonders of what it means to be alive

The Elephant and the Spider 2013-05
gerald is careful piggie is not piggie cannot help smiling gerald can gerald worries so that piggie does not have to gerald and
piggie are best friends read all of elephant piggie s funny adventures with the complete collection of all 25 titles create an instant
elephant piggie library with the sturdy metallic elephant piggie bookends included with each set mo willems number one new
york times best selling elephant piggie series has won two theodor seuss geisel awards and five theodor seuss geisel honors
collect them all in this deluxe box set

Elephant & Piggie: The Complete Collection (An Elephant & Piggie Book)
2018-09-04
looks at the ways that elephants have been put to use to help humans from service in hannibal s army and roles in religious
ceremonies to carrying loads and performing as entertainers

Elephants at Work 2005-12-15
six new titles in this popular narrative nonfiction adventure series feature animals from the ocean to africa to australia child
adventurers become wildlife tourists and make firsthand observations about the animals according to booklist this engaging and
original take on a perennially popular subject will be a welcome addition to school and public library collections each title features
a world range map and additional resources list for further study a child learns about domesticated elephants and then goes on a
trip to sri lanka to view asian elephants in the wild

Do You Really Want to Meet an Elephant? 2016-02-02
this book introduces the author to you the reader and tells of the wonderful relationship between the author and an elephant and
the search by the author to learn about the elephant s history there are several stories in this book about this very big and very
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brave elephant some of his friends and people he helped at great danger to himself it is a story highlighting that being able to
help others in times of crisis is thanks enough in itself for a job well done this is my favorite book and best to be read last

The Good Elephant 2021-05-10
elephants of thailand the smiling elephant elephant rescue a touching true story chang a baby elephant and his adventures as he
is rescued from captivity children and adults alike can learn compassion and courage from chang the smiling elephant tells a true
story of the plight of elephants in captivity this beautifully illustrated children s book about elephants in thailand takes the child
through an elephant s life starting from the jungle life in the tourist industry and then being rescued and taken to an elephant
refuge park during this story your child will be educated on the true life of real elephants and the impact this has on their lives
they will also learn valuable lessons about overcoming being different and how our happiness even during difficult times can
make those around us happy the second book in the series is out now mosha the elephant who would not give up if you liked the
characters in this story the smiling elephant t shirts are available now on amazon fashion download your copy today

Elephants of Thailand 2018-01-06
despite its immense strength the elephant is a timid creature that uses its power only to defend itself against predators kids will
be fascinated by these gentle pachyderms and will discover how they use their trunks the herd s social structure and the threat
posed by poachers and the ivory trade

What is an Elephant? 2001-10
introduces elephants discussing the physical characteristics life cycle and eating habits of the species

An Elephant�s Life 2011-08-15
explore the lives of elephants with ranger rick in this beginning reader with full color photos of elephants in the wild what if you
wished you were an elephant and then you became one could you talk like an elephant sleep like an elephant live in an elephant
family and would you want to find out ranger rick explorers can learn all about elephants in this reader full of fascinating facts
vivid wildlife photographs a wild words glossary and a hands on activity about how to play elephant hockey using your arm like
an elephant trunk ranger rick i wish i was an elephant is a level one i can read which means it s perfect for children learning to
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sound out words and sentences whether shared at home or in a classroom the short sentences familiar words and simple
concepts of level one books support success for children eager to start reading on their own

Ranger Rick: I Wish I Was an Elephant 2018-06-26
the most magical book about the african bush since born free daily mail a beautiful love story between humans and the majestic
elephants jo malone daily express françoise malby anthony never expected to find herself responsible for a herd of elephants
with a troubled past a chic parisienne her life changed forever when she fell in love with south african conservationist lawrence
anthony together they founded a game reserve but after lawrence s death françoise faced the daunting responsibility of running
thula thula without him poachers attacked their rhinos their security team wouldn t take orders from a woman and the authorities
were threatening to cull their beloved elephant family on top of that the herd s feisty new matriarch frankie didn t like her in this
heart warming and moving book françoise describes how she fought to protect the herd and to make her dream of building a
wildlife rescue centre a reality she found herself caring for a lost baby elephant who turned up at her house and offering refuge to
traumatized orphaned rhinos and a hippo called charlie who was scared of water as she learned to trust herself she discovered
she d had frankie wrong all along filled with extraordinary animals and the humans who dedicate their lives to saving them an
elephant in my kitchen by françoise malby anthony is a captivating and gripping read

An Elephant in My Kitchen 2018-07-26
an elephant s life provides a unique and fascinating immersion into the world of the african elephant told by a leading field
biologist who has been researching and photographing these animals in their natural habitat for nearly two decades here for the
first time readers get a fuller picture of elephant society cast in a broader context including the life of the male elephant in all its
high drama

Elephant's Life 2011-11-22
an elephant in the garden is simon reade s new adaptation of michael morpurgo s best selling children s novel 1945 dresden
germany lizzie her mother and an elephant from the zoo flee the allied fire bombing in the end game of the second world war
escaping the allies advance from the west and also the advancing russian armies from the east this extraordinary trio of refugees
meet a downed raf officer cowering in a barn a homeless school choir on the run and their countess saviour harbouring them
from the nazis and the mechanised american cavalry appearing over the horizon it is lizzie s story but marlene the elephant is the
heroine plodding obdurate opportunistic loadbearing indestructible cheering marlene embodies the stubbornness of the human
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will and how it will do everything to survive

An Elephant in the Garden 2014-10-15
excerpt from the fall of ulysses an elephant story elephant a more expensive luxury than i cared to possess my agent the half
breed had the reputation of knowing more than any man in madras about the habits and characteristics of elephants and the
means by which they could be most successfully trained for some time he had been in charge of the yards where the animals
owned by the british government were prepared for service m war or road building before setting out for my bungalow ithought
best to consult with jerry who spoke english perfectly as to the course of education to which i proposed treating ulysses about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is
a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Fall of Ulysses 2018-02-02
a charming story that s also a clever allegory for the disappearance of elephants in the wild meet alex she s an explorer who
loves elephants and she s going on an expedition to find some how hard could it be it turns out pretty hard alex asks one animal
after another but none of them has seen an elephant not the giraffe not the snake not even the lion where are all the elephants
readers will chuckle as they spot the elephants hiding in plain sight an encouraging first step for budding explorers

Have You Seen an Elephant? 2024-05-07
from africa to asia the elephant makes its home light on their feet despite their great weight these magnificent creatures appear
light and graceful because they re always walking on their tip toes they have excellent hearing and can detect the rumblings of
other elephants from six miles away and just like humans being right handed or left handed elephants can be right tusked or left
tusked
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The Elephant 2018
a style so conversational that i felt like a privileged visitor riding beside her in her rickety land rover as she showed me around
the park the new york times book review cynthia moss spent many years living in kenya s amboseli national park and studying
the elephants there and her long term research has revealed much of what we now know about these complex and intelligent
animals in this book she shares a more up close and personal perspective chronicling the lives of the elephant families led by
matriarchs teresia slit ear torn ear tania and tuskless including a rare look at calves and their development this edition is also
updated with a new afterword catching up on the families covering current conservation issues and celebrating a species from
which we could learn some moral as well as zoological lessons chicago tribune one is soon swept away by this babar for adults by
the end one even begins to feel an aversion for people one wants to curse human civilization and cry out now god stand up for
the elephants the new york times moss speaks to the general reader with charm as well as scientific authority an elegantly
written and ingeniously structured account thewall street journal any reader interested in animals will be captivated publishers
weekly

Elephant Memories 2012-08-06
if an elephant and a rhinoceros were to meet and fight which one would win read this book to find out

Elephant Vs. Rhinoceros 2018-11
selected essays reveal orwell s satirical views on social and political issues amazon com viewed jan 20 2023

Shooting an Elephant 1950
elephant wants to play hide and seek see if you can help the others find him he s very good at hiding this tale of absurdity is
perfect for sharing with children who will love finding elephant and being faster at it than the boy in the book watch out for the
dog and the tortoise too

Have You Seen Elephant? 2016
elephants have captivated the human imagination for as long as they have roamed the earth appearing in writings and cultures
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from thousands of years ago and still much discussed today in thirty three ways of looking at an elephant veteran scientific writer
dale peterson has collected thirty three essential writings about elephants from across history with geographical perspectives
ranging from africa and southeast asia to europe and the united states an introductory headnote for each selection provides
additional context and insights from peterson s substantial knowledge of elephants and natural history the first section of the
anthology cultural and classical elephants explores the earliest mentions of elephants in african mythology hindu theology and
aristotle and other ancient greek texts colonial and industrial elephants finds elephants in the crosshairs of colonial exploitation in
accounts pulled from memoirs commoditizing african elephants as a source of ivory novel targets for bloodsport and occasional
export for circuses and zoos working and performing elephants gives firsthand accounts of the often cruel training methods and
treatment inflicted on elephants to achieve submission and obedience as elephants became an object of scientific curiosity in the
mid twentieth century wildlife biologists explored elephant families and kinship behaviors around sex and love language and self
awareness and enhanced communications with sound and smell the pieces featured in scientific and social elephants give
readers a glimpse into major discoveries in elephant behaviors endangered elephants points to the future of the elephant whose
numbers continue to be ravaged by ivory poachers peterson concludes with a section on fictional and literary elephants and ends
on a hopeful note with the 1967 essay dear elephant sir which argues for the moral imperative to save elephants as an act of
redemption for their systematic abuse and mistreatment at human hands essential to understanding the history and experience
of this beloved and misunderstood creature thirty three ways of looking at an elephant is a must for any elephant lover or
armchair environmentalist

Thirty-Three Ways of Looking at an Elephant 2020-10-20
this story is based on a fable from one of the world s ancient works of literature the mahabharat it is a fascinating tale about two
brothers who constantly bicker over trivial matters one day amid a heated argument they curse each other to become a turtle
and an elephant much to their surprise their curses come true and they find themselves in a forest unable to communicate as the
story progresses we witness the consequences of hostility among family members the story beautifully depicts how being hateful
towards each other only leads to isolation and despair this story showcases how life threatening situations can bring even the
worst of enemies together it reminds us of the significance of being grateful for and cherishing what we have in life the brothers
who were once at odds learn to appreciate each other s company and support in the face of adversity it is a poignant reminder of
the power of forgiveness and the importance of family bonds
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The Elephant And The Turtle 2024-02-17
alex comes face to face with an elephant and together they work out a way to solve a problem this wonderfully illustrated book
from children s author keith harvey is a delight to read for parents and kids alike

Alex and the Elephant 2010-07-09
english edition of a childrens book about two very good friends one an elephant and the other an ant who start arguing over who
is the better of the two the story teaches the value of each of us as individuals and just how special we all are the book is
beautifully illustrated by teresa bamford southwell a supremely talented artist with her first major publication

The Elephant and the Ant 2000-06
in a remote wildlife reserve in africa a young girl makes contact with an unusual elephant they share a past that is almost
forgotten and find they are able to communicate with each other ivory poachers threaten the existence of the herd and erica the
young girl starts an investigation into the possibility of insider information alerting the poaching gangs a sinister army officer
enters the plot aided by an evil storekeeper and merciless poaching team leader erica falls foul of them and finds herself in grave
danger the elephant has to find ways to help her entering the realm of mankind and putting himself in the face of danger will he
succeed will erica survive

Brother Elephant 2011-07-21
peter was inside because of the rain and wishes for apet to play with he chooses an elephant and makes one of clay he then
thinks of all the trouble an elephant would cause

The Boy Who Made an Elephant 1983-02-01
animals big and small introduce pre schoolers to basic math concepts with the help of the colorful animals in this book even the
youngest child will be able to grasp the idea of ratio and relative size the opening illustration shows an elephant followed by a
simple phrase 1 polar bear is smaller than an elephant an illustration of an elephant rather than the word challenges young
children to recall the name of the animal then on the facing page an illustration shows how many polar bears would make up one
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elephant it s seven subsequent spreads build on this concept turn the page and readers will discover how many lions make a
polar bear and so on the animals become progressively smaller until the last comparison between a lemur and flea but the book
doesn t end there children learn that there is one animal that is bigger than them all a whale and that it takes all the animals in
the book to make just one preschoolers will enjoy this fresh approach that teaches them the names of animals as well as the
concept of relative size

How Big Is an Elephant? 2018-04-10
after everything that was has been burned away an elephant guides an orphaned boy on the path into what will be the boy learns
many lessons along the path to his future i have never written a book before this book chose me the elephant in the story came
to me in a reoccurring dream in my dreams we would walk together on a path sometimes the path took me back into my past as
a boy and sometimes it took me into my future as a man i began seeing news reports on how elephants were being poisoned at
their watering holes simply to get a few tusks a whole herd forty elephants killed it broke my heart every night when i went to
bed the thoughts would turn into dreams and in the morning dreams would turn into words and pictures it is estimated at the
current rate of these mass killings that in twelve years there will be no african elephants left in the wild a portion of the proceeds
of this book will be donated to biglife org please visit there site to learn about the wonderful things they are doing to help save
the elephants and other animals john l petsco jr namaste

The Elephant and the Stone 2013-11
we bought a zoo meets jurassic park in a gripping story featuring the evergreen appeal of human animal friendships and set in an
elephant sanctuary about a thirteen year old girl a cast of elephants and a surprising new arrival a woolly mammoth sam was
born and raised in an elephant sanctuary when a beloved elephant dies giving birth sam develops a connection with baby woolly
who isn t actually an elephant but was cloned from woolly mammoth dna and the billionaire genius behind the cloning
experiment will stop at nothing to protect his investment smart determined and loving sam stands up to this powerful adversary
to protect the sanctuary and her herd in the best tradition of child animal friendship stories elephant secret explores the strong
and complex bond between sam and her elephants while offering a fascinating authentic glimpse into elephant and human
behavior
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Elephant and Mouse 1999
provides instructions for using such necessary tools as cakes raisins tweezers and a telescope to catch an elephant

Elephant Secret 2018-08-28
samorn the adelaide zoo s last elephant was adored by generations of zoo visitors a gift from the thai government in 1956 she
was transferred thirty five years later to monarto zoo to live out her days when she died there in 1994 there was an outpouring of
sadness from all who knew or grew up with her elephants and egotists is a tribute to samorn but also tells of other elephants sent
to south australia and the colourful characters who decided their fate elephants particularly those in southeast asia are now a
critically endangered species needing our concern and immediate action as sir david attenborough asks the question is are we
happy to suppose that our grandchildren may never be able to see an elephant except in a picture book

How to Catch an Elephant 2001-10-03
can elephants cry why are grandmother elephants so important how does an elephant grieve the death of a loved one these are
just of few of the many questions people have about elephants the incredible essence of elephants explores the fascinating and
remarkable answers to these questions and much much more with the expertise of two long time veterinarians this book offers
insights into the origins of elephants different types of elephants and their habitats famous and influential elephants throughout
history the biology of elephants human management and interference in elephants and the striking similarities between the
human and elephant behaviour social development and connection compassion and grief in this newly translated book with latest
fresh topics we can learn about one of the most endearing and sometimes misunderstood animals on our planet through
examining how elephants habitats are threatened and the ways they are exploited by humans we also learn about the difficult
side of human nature in how we relate to elephants dr changaram venugopal and dr jacob v cheeran remind us of the
complexities of the animal kingdom and the power of observation packed with first hand experience and expert insights this book
is funny informative and thorough the incredible essence of elephants is comprehensive and enjoyable read for anyone interested
in elephants

Ubin Elephant 2021
this book contains full color images follow henry goldie as they travel around the world discovering real facts about so many
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different animals this book is part of a fun and colourful series that focuses on teaching children about animals while keeping
them engaged and entertained the stories are perfect for reading with your child at bedtime or for older kids to read alone the
interior sentence layout is designed to make reading easier for your child to follow while you read or if they decide to read alone
the books in this series are packed with real images of animals almost on every page henry goldie s elephant adventure hi i m
henry and i have a special gift i can talk to animals my parents are taking a trip to africa and i get to go with them i ve never
been to africa before and my parents tell me that it is very warm but also very special they want to study the great african
elephant that lives only here in africa and some places in asia my parents like to study animals by watching them and gathering
information that way but since i can talk to animals i like to ask them questions about themselves and learn that way my dog and
my best friend goldie and i are going to have an adventure we re going to find one of these african elephants and interview her
so that we can learn about them too my parents say that elephants are very special and have a lot they can share with us i think
they re right goldie and i will find out all about the life of the african elephant and what they like to do when we meet one of
these special animals in the sahara i hope you enjoy reading our adventures this book is part of a series called henry goldie
animal adventures all of which are great for bedtime reading collect the series

Elephants and Egotists 2016-03-24
examines what literature reveals about human attitudes towards elephants and who shows compassion towards them elephants
are in dire straits again they were virtually extirpated from much of africa by european hunters in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries but their numbers resurged for a while in the heyday of late colonial conservation efforts in the twentieth now according
to one estimate an elephant is being killed every fifteen minutes this is at the same time that the reasons for being especially
compassionate and protective towards elephants are now so well known that they have become almost a cliché their high
intelligence rich emotional lives including a capacity for mourning caring matriarchal societal structures that strangely
charismatic grace saving elephants is one of the iconic conservation struggles of our time as a society we must aspire to
understand how and why people develop compassion or fail to do so and what stories we tell ourselves about animals that reveal
the relationship between ourselves and animals this book is the first study to probe the primary features and possible effects of
some major literary genres as they pertain to elephants south of the zambezi over three centuries indigenous forms early
european travelogues hunting accounts novels game ranger memoirs scientists accounts and poems it examines what these
literatures imply about the various and diverse attitudes towards elephants about who shows compassion towards them in what
ways and why it is the story of a developing contestation between death and compassion between those who kill and those who
love and protect death and compassion is the first study to probe various literary genres it examines what these literatures imply
about human attitudes towards elephants and who shows compassion towards them it is the story of a developing contestation
between death and compassion between those who kill and those who love and protect
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The Incredible Essence of Elephants 2019-07-10
originally published in singapore as part of the first time writers and illustrators publishing initiative the elephant and the tree
became an instant success selling out its entire print run distinctly illustrated in black and green and orchestrated to a tuneful
rhythm this little picture book about the enduring friendship between an asian elephant and a tree promote friendship
conservationism and ecological awareness not since the giving tree or owen and mzee has such a simple and heartwarming tale
been crafted to teach young readers about the power of friendship adventure and discovery the elephant and the tree is sure to
become a classic beloved by generations of readers inspiring loyalty and love as well as encouraging children to think for
themselves a modern day tale of friendship this story is unique and not to be missed the elephant and the tree is made with
recycled materials

Henry and Goldie Talk to an Elephant 2016-11-28
why have elephants and our preconceptions about them been central to so much of human thought from prehistoric cave
drawings in europe and ancient rock art in africa and india to burning pyres of confiscated tusks our thoughts about elephants tell
a story of human history in elephant trails nigel rothfels argues that over millennia we have made elephants into both monsters
and miracles as ways to understand them but also as ways to understand ourselves drawing on a broad range of sources
including municipal documents zoo records museum collections and encounters with people who have lived with elephants
rothfels seeks out the origins of our contemporary ideas about an animal that has been central to so much of human thought he
explains how notions that have been associated with elephants for centuries that they are exceptionally wise deeply emotional
and have a special understanding of death that they never forget are beloved of the gods and suffer unusually in captivity and
even that they are afraid of mice all tell part of the story of these amazing beings exploring the history of a skull in a museum a
photograph of an elephant walking through the american south in the early twentieth century the debate about the quality of life
of a famous elephant in a zoo and the accounts of elephant hunters rothfels demonstrates that elephants are not what we think
they are and they never have been elephant trails is a compelling portrait of what the author terms our elephant

Death and Compassion 2018-11-01
20 beautiful watercolour and pastel illustrations accompany the simple and poignant prose which convey to the reader what it is
to be an elephant and why it is so important that they continue to roam free and far and wide
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The Elephant and the Tree 2009-04-14
burmese days is george orwell s first novel originally published in 1934 set in british burma during the waning days of the british
empire when burma was ruled from delhi as part of british india the novel serves as a portrait of the dark side of the british raj at
the center of the novel is john flory trapped within a bigger system that is undermining the better side of human nature the novel
deals with indigenous corruption and imperial bigotry in a society where natives peoples were viewed as interesting but
ultimately inferior includes a bibliography and brief bio of the author

Elephant Trails 2021-11-30

To Be an Elephant 2010-08-28

Burmese Days 2022-09-28
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